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This event has been held already. View our new edition here 











Europe's leading conference on technical and financial solar asset management enhancement

Overcoming an uncertain energy market through a future-proof solar revolution

The European solar market is witnessing unprecedented growth, with Germany leading the race to net zero. Nonetheless, concerns related to energy security are stirring up Europe's green energy transition. During the Solarplaza Summit Asset Management Europe, energy experts will address asset management’s best practices in an uncertain energy market. Supply chain issues in times of geopolitical tension are calling for a strengthened European renewable industry network with streamlined administrative procedures, improved grid stability, and a diverse workforce to enable it all.



Join us in Frankfurt to connect with fellow asset owners, new emerging players, and service providers across the European solar market. Industry experts will discuss changing EU regulations, Investor Trends, M&A, Corporate PPAs, Labor shortages, and ESG Compliance, while touching upon Repowering and the E2E Lifecycle. Furthermore, workshops will give you the tools to optimize your technical and financial asset management and capitalize on solar’s versatility by combining solar with novel and value-adding applications such as storage, wind, and green hydrogen.

























The Industry Advisory Board empowering the event

The combined wealth of knowledge, years of experience, and high-level network of our expert advisory board members help shape our program and enhance our event. Their involvement guarantees the practical and inspirational relevance of our event in the dynamic and ever-evolving solar landscape.
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Sara Di Mario


Founder



Hazel New Energy
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Entrepreneur and Executive with a wide knowledge of electricity market dynamics and passionate about sustainability. Pioneer of Renewable energy sector that she joined nearly fifteen years ago holding C-level roles in two different top European companies.
She runs Hazel New Energy, active in investments and advisory services in the Energy Transition sector, and she can rely on her previous wide experience as COO in the European Energy & Infrastructure sector having managed two of the biggest European renewable energy portfolios. In particular she has been in charge of EF Solare Italia’s (F2i group) portfolio, that she drove from the start-up phase to nearly 1GW over 300 sites and 4B€ of solar assets under management, and of Green Arrow Capital’s portfolio, where she led the operational transition to 400MW and 1.6B€ of renewable energy – wind, solar, hydro and mini-hydro, biogas and biomethane - assets under management throughout Europe.
She previously held roles in Engie, Kearney and took part in a start up in the solar sector.
Strongly focused and skilled in Operations, M&A processes, Portfolio Growth and Improvement, Post-Merger Integration and Technological Innovation.
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Marco Alves


Managing Director



MTX Solar
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Marco has eighteen years of international experience in the management of assets, and operation and maintenance throughout various industries, including seven years in the solar industry. He has been paving his career path towards full asset management services since beginning his career with ABB, integrating its full-service team for industrial assets.Following this, Marco worked at Transdev-Veolia, focused on business and asset management for Light Rail networks in Europe. In 2010 he became founder and global Head of Martifer Solar´s O&M and Service Business, driving the strategic direction while leading a team of more than 100 employees, where he became Executive Committee Member as the representative of O&M and, accumulated with the responsibility of leading the EPC global business in 2015, until leaving the company in 2017. Martifer Solar operated in more than 20 countries as a global reputed Developer, EPC turnkey provider and one of the most relevant O&M Global Service providers for Solar assets.In 2018 he co-founded and integrated as General Manger the company MTX Solar - a provider of innovative solutions and services for the players of the solar industry, with own competences for the whole chain of value of Solar, present in two continents.Marco received his MSC in Electrical Engineering and completed an Executive MBA in Management from University of Porto Business School/IE Madrid. He speaks Portuguese, English, and Spanish, with a working proficiency in the French language.
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Robin Hirschl


Chief Technical Officer



Obton
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Dr. Robin Hirschl studied physics in Vienna, Austria, and Lyon, France, and holds a PhD in Computational Materials Science from Vienna University. He started his career at Booz Allen Hamilton (today Strategy&), joining the European Utilities Team, where he lead energy projects throughout Europe as Senior Project Manager.
Since 2007 he has held management positions at Kioto Photovoltaics and KPV Solar, before co-founding ENcome Energy Performance in 2012. As managing director of ENcome Robin built the company up to what is today one of the largest independent technical service providers for PV worldwide. In early 2019 he ceased his operational involvement with ENcome and later started to support the Danish investment company Obton as Technical Director.
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Stefan Müller


Shareholder & COO



Enerparc AG
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Mr. Stefan Müller is the co-founder, shareholder of Enerparc AG, and since end of 2008, a board member he was responsible for the international and operational business. Following his diploma thesis in 1992 in solar energy, he gained international experience in different roles and various countries. Enerparc is an international specialist in the whole value chain of large-scale photovoltaic power plants. The service ranges from the technical design (EPCm) to the turn-key delivery (EPC) and finally to the operation (O&M) of power plants. In the last years the Enerparc Group has seen an exponential growth.
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Carlos Rey


Managing Director, Head of Iberia



Foresight Group
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Carlos joined Foresight in December 2011. Prior to that, he covered several roles at Renewables Energy Source 'RES' project developer and technical consultant in the international Renewable Energy sector with a particular focus on the Spanish and Italian markets. Based in Foresight's UK HQ, Carlos is responsible for the origination, arrangement and execution of infrastructure investments in Southern Europe, primarily in the renewable energy sector and has led Foresight's investments in subsidy-free solar assets in the Iberian peninsula. Carlos graduated in Industrial Engineering and Industrial Management Engineering from UPC Barcelona and is fluent in Spanish, Catalan, Italian and English.
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Sonia De Sales-Lisboa
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Sonia De Sales-Lisboa


M&A Manager EMEA



Octopus Energy Generation
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Joe Miletic
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Joe Miletic


Head Asset & Portfolio Management



Amberside Energy
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Joe Miletic joined Amberside Energy in July 2022, a renewables development and management company, providing investor support and asset/portfolio management on solar projects in the UK. He previously worked for Foresight Group as senior portfolio manager (portfolio lead for solar, ~1GWp) and head of JLEN solar. Prior to that, Joe held senior asset management roles for UK and international solar projects at John Laing, Armstrong Energy and Sonnedix. He holds a master’s degree in engineering from ENSIP and an advanced master’s degree in renewable energy from Mines Paristech.
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Charles Lesser


Partner, Head of UK



Apricum
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Charles Lesser is Partner and Head of Apricum’s UK office and heads Apricum’s global Transaction Advisory practice. Across 25 years of energy investment banking, he has won numerous awards advising companies from Series A to FTSE 100 on corporate and asset M&A or equity financing, and has deep ties with institutional investors. He has a passion for energy storage, merchant risk and creating long-term partnerships. He previously headed EMEA energy investment banking at Macquarie.
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Chiara Mingoli
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Chiara Mingoli


Sustainability Ecosystem Manager



Enel Green Power
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Chiara Mingoli is currently in charge of developing Creating Shared Value initiatives for PPA Partners, and global sustainability alliances involving the key players in the energy value chain, following the Sustainability Ecosystem Unit strategy which is addressed to the extended value chain of Renewable Energy involving PPA Partners and Suppliers/Contractors. Moreover since March 2022 she is also Head of Communications of the Global Alliance for Sustainable Energy, leading a group of curious and passionate people from the member companies.
Being part of the Enel Group since 2008, before joining Enel Green Power, she was responsible of developing global innovation partnerships with institutions, international platforms and relevant firms, after having managed sustainability reporting and relations with ESG Investors and stakeholder engagement, together with sustainability communication strategy.
Graduated in Political Sciences at Roma Tre University in Rome where she was Lecturer of Sociology of Communications, she previously worked for Polaris Investment SA. ethical fund in Luxembourg, in KPMG for Sustainability Audit, and started her professional experience in National Grid Business Development between Italy and UK.
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Josefin Berg


Associate Director, Clean Energy Technology



S&P Global
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Josefin Berg, Associate Director in the Clean Energy Technology group at S&P Global Commodity Insights, analyzes the trends and strategies in the downstream photovoltaic (PV) market. Her focus areas include PV demand and forecasts, company strategies (developers and engineering, procurement, and construction providers); mergers and acquisitions, costs, and the integration of PV in the power generation mix. Ms. Berg authors reports on PV markets and trends, and she regularly speaks at industry events. Ms. Berg holds a Master of Science in environmental engineering from Uppsala University, Sweden. She speaks English, French, Spanish, and Swedish and is based in Barcelona, Spain.
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Program Overview








Zooming in on the European Solar Asset Management field

Fueled by market research, inspired by local consultation, and tailored for our professional audience, the content-rich event program takes stock of the trends & opportunities in European solar asset management.
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Day 1

	
Day 2













SESSION 1 Europe's Renewable Energy Future





SESSION 2A New Dynamics in O&M





SESSION 2B Asset Management Fundamentals





SESSION 3A Sharing O&M Best Practices through Case Studies





SESSION 3B CAM/FAM Practical Examples of Operational Success





SESSION 4 Renewable Energy Source (RES) Trends and their Implications for Investors























SESSION 5 Mergers & Acquisitions: Recent Advancements





SESSION 6A Fostering a Circular and Sustainable Solar Industry





SESSION 6B Re-assessing Revenue Streams





WORKSHOP Project Development and Stakeholder Management





SESSION 7 A bright and sunny future: Capitalizing on solar's versatility





SESSION 8 The New Solar Future Ahead
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Manuel Adamini


Professional Speaker on Sustainable Finance
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Manuel Adamini


Professional Speaker on Sustainable Finance





Manuel is an expert in institutional responsible investing, with a deep understanding of the climate crisis and related investment risks and opportunities. He is a frequent speaker and moderator and contributor to media publications.
Manuel works as responsible investment strategist at a large asset management firm.
Previously, he worked at a London-based climate-finance not-for-profit; as head of
responsible investing at a Dutch asset manager; at an international bank-assurance
company; and served as a (pro bono) member of the prestigious Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative’s (EITI) International Board.
Manuel is a German citizen living in the Netherlands. He holds an MSc in Economics from Maastricht University and has also studied at Université de Montréal in Canada and at Aachen University in Germany. He is fluent in Dutch, German and English, and has a conversational proficiency in French.
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Shala Akintunde


Solar Artist
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Shala Akintunde


Solar Artist



The Movement Worldwide, Inc.
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Shala Akintunde is a Nigerian impact artist and pioneer in the emerging medium of Solar Art; a practice that merges art and solar technology. His innovative work inspired two Illinois Insitute of Technology courses following his TED Talk in 2019. He has won multiple innovation awards and is primarily celebrated for the Bronzeville Solar Pyramid; a solar monument that generates electricity using his art-covered solar modules. This has made the Chicago landmark the first public sculpture of its kind.
Overall, Shala's practice challenges social narratives and provides creative solutions to societal challenges. His consultancy focuses on cultural competency and using art, culture and innovation to promote environmental and economic justice. He has worked with select brands like Leafly, Xfinity, Nissan, Procter&Gamble and Anheuser-Busch. He is currently developing new sustainable art installations that incorporate plants, augmented reality, and metaverse experiences.
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Stijn Stevens


Chief Technology Officer
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Stijn Stevens


Chief Technology Officer



meteocontrol
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Dr. Stijn Stevens is the Chief Technology Officer at meteocontrol. From the office space in Berlin, he leads the technology development covered by the departments Research & Development, Product Management, Technology & Operations and IT. He looks back on long-term experience within the renewable energy sector ranging from power plant and micro grid control to data analytics and cloud monitoring solutions. His valuable know-how contributes to meteocontrol's continued success.
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Joerg Althaus


Director Engineering & ESG Services
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Joerg Althaus


Director Engineering & ESG Services



CEA - Clean Energy Associates
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Jörg Althaus is a business professional with >20 years of high-level experience in the solar industry. He is highly focused on quality, reliability and technical risk mitigation for photovoltaic assets.
Before joining CEA Mr. Althaus held various positions at TÜV Rheinland, a leading Testing, Inspection, Certification body in the solar industry. His roles included profit & loss responsibility for the PV and energy storage teams in Germany and the India, Middle East, Africa region as well as business development and key account responsibilities. Between 2019 and 2021 he was responsible for the strategy development and achievement for TÜV Rheinland’s global PV Power Plant business. As a technical expert, he was project leader on various standards within the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), Technical Committee 82 focusing on PV module test standards. He also was a technical auditor for the CB scheme within IECEE auditing multiple PV laboratories around the world. Mr.Althaus is an active member in the SolarPower Europe industry association and contributed in various work streams.
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Joe Miletic


Head Asset & Portfolio Management
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Joe Miletic


Head Asset & Portfolio Management



Amberside Energy
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Joe Miletic joined Amberside Energy in July 2022, a renewables development and management company, providing investor support and asset/portfolio management on solar projects in the UK. He previously worked for Foresight Group as senior portfolio manager (portfolio lead for solar, ~1GWp) and head of JLEN solar. Prior to that, Joe held senior asset management roles for UK and international solar projects at John Laing, Armstrong Energy and Sonnedix. He holds a master’s degree in engineering from ENSIP and an advanced master’s degree in renewable energy from Mines Paristech.
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Stefan Müller


Shareholder & COO
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Stefan Müller


Shareholder & COO



Enerparc AG
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Mr. Stefan Müller is the co-founder, shareholder of Enerparc AG, and since end of 2008, a board member he was responsible for the international and operational business. Following his diploma thesis in 1992 in solar energy, he gained international experience in different roles and various countries. Enerparc is an international specialist in the whole value chain of large-scale photovoltaic power plants. The service ranges from the technical design (EPCm) to the turn-key delivery (EPC) and finally to the operation (O&M) of power plants. In the last years the Enerparc Group has seen an exponential growth.
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Webinar


How to Manage Rising Insurance Costs for your Solar Asset


Registration is open 


Join us for an insightful webinar tailored for solar asset owners, developers, and operators as we delve into the evolving landscape of solar...


Solar PV
Asset Management
Utility-scale
Insurance












Post-Show Report


Solarplaza Summit Asset Management Europe 2023

November 2023

The Solarplaza Summit Asset Management Europe 2023 celebrated the European solar market's growth and maturation, with host country Germany...














Webinar


Optimizing Renewable Energy Portfolios Through Effective Asset Management

August 2023


Recordings 


In this webinar, we will unveil how transformative technology is reshaping the landscape of renewable energy asset management.


Solar Portfolios
Solar PV
Asset Management
Europe












Article


Exploring the Impact of Storage & Hybridization on European Solar Asset Management - Webinar Recap

June 2023

Read this article to get an overview of the key findings from our recent webinar on storage and hybridization within the European market.


Hybrid
Storage
Asset Management
Europe












Infographic


PV Market Overview Europe 2023

May 2023

Download this infographic to see in details how the Europe Solar PV market is rapidly expanding.


Solar PV
Asset Management
Utility-scale
Europe












Webinar


Exploring the Impact of Storage & Hybridization on European Solar Asset Management

May 2023


Recordings 


Join us for an insightful webinar on the 7th of June, during which we’ll delve into the crucial topics of energy storage and RE hybridization.


Hybrid Systems
Innovation
Battery
Asset Management
Utility-scale












Data Analysis


Top 50 European Solar Portfolios 2023

April 2023

In this top 50, get a clear picture of market leadership, trends, and overall progress within Europe’s largest PV portfolios.


Market Outlook
Solar PV
Utility-scale
Europe












Post-Show Report


Solarplaza Summit Asset Management Europe 2022

November 2022

This 2022 edition marked the 10th anniversary of Solarplaza's Solar Asset Management Europe conference.


Europe












Webinar


Energy Trading Opportunities for Asset Owners

September 2022


Recordings 


Tune into this webinar to find out how the market has shifted from Feed in Tariffs, to PPAs to merchant solar.


Feed-in Tariff
PPAs
Virtual Power Plant (VPP)
Solar PV
Operations & Maintenance












Data Analysis


Top 50 European Solar Portfolios 2022

July 2022

It’s time to take stock of the European solar asset landscape with our Top 50 overview of PV portfolios.


Solar PV
Asset Management
Utility-scale
Europe












Infographic


Europe Solar PV Asset Market Snapshot

June 2022

Our infographic summarizes the market growth per segment observed in 2021, showcases updates on the very active secondary PV market, and more.


Solar PV
Asset Management
Repowering
Project Development
Utility-scale












Post-Show Report


Solar Asset Management Europe 2021

May 2022

Learn more about the previous edition of the leading business to business conference for European solar asset management.














Article


Pushing the Borders of Operational Excellence at Solar Asset Management Europe

June 2021




ESG
Solar PV
Storage
Project Development
Asset Management












Post-Show Report


Solar Asset Management Europe 2020

December 2020

With this report get an overview of the 2020 Solar Asset Management Europe.


Europe












White Paper


Unpacking the Largest European Solar Portfolios

October 2020




Solar PV
Operations & Maintenance
Asset Management
Project Development
Commercial & Industrial (C&I)












Article


The Impacts of COVID-19 on the European Solar Industry

July 2020

How can COVID-19 lead to the creation of even more investment opportunities for the expansion of renewable energy technologies?


Covid
Europe












Article


Solar Pulse Europe: Solar as the beating heart of the energy transition

May 2020




Project Development
Europe












Webinar


Solar PPA Trends & Prices in Europe

June 2019


Recordings 


Discover more on how PPAs are becoming the essential tool to mitigate merchant risk of utility-scale and C&I solar plants.


PPAs
Europe












Article


Key Industry Perspectives from Solar Asset Management Europe 2018

December 2018




Solar PV
Operations & Maintenance
Asset Management
Europe












White Paper


Soiling: The Science and Solutions

September 2018




Operations & Maintenance
Cleaning services
Cleaning solutions















Be the first to know

and stay ahead


Keep me posted





Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.



And don’t worry, you are in control of what you receive at any given time via our email preference center.













	
 Networking Event 

	
 Conference Venue 



















Networking Event

KAP Europa


 17 October 18:30
- 22:00


 Osloer Str. 5, 60327 Frankfurt am Main, Germany


The extended networking dinner will be held in KAP Europa, level 4. Reservations are required.



Website 




Phone 

























Conference Venue

KAP Europa


 17 October - 18 October
, 09:00
- 18:30


 Osloer Str. 5, 60327 Frankfurt am Main, Germany


Situated in the heart of Frankfurt am Main, in the Europa district, Kap Europa was developed with Innovation and sustainability as the key criteria.



Website 




Phone 
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Lead Partner

Univers
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Lead Partner

Sungrow
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Strategic Partner

S&P Global
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Sli.Do Partner

Enerparc AG
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Lunch Partner

PowerHub
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Lunch Partner

SenseHawk
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Partner

Raicoon
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Partner

Ardexa
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Partner

meteocontrol
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Partner

Risen Energy
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Partner

Stäubli
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Partner

CEA - Clean Energy Associates
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Partner

3E
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Partner

Power Factors
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Partner

Jinko Solar
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Partner

GreenPowerMonitor
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Partner

SolarAnywhere
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Partner

Sitemark
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Partner

BayWa r.e.
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Partner

Our New Energy
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Partner

Amperecloud
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Partner

SmartHelio
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Partner

Stern Energy
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Partner

Fluence
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Partner

3sun
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Partner

Nomad Electric
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Exhibition Partner

Solargis
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Exhibition Partner

BELECTRIC
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Exhibition Partner

Robsys Robotic Systems
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Exhibition Partner

Prescinto
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Exhibition Partner

OTT HydroMet
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Exhibition Partner

Sofar
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Exhibition Partner

Hukseflux
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Exhibition Partner

Runergy
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Exhibition Partner

DMEGC
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Branding Partner

Quintas Analytics
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Media Partner

Renewables Now
















Need any help?

We got you. Send out an email to our team and we are here to help.













Celina Gundlach


Project Manager


For questions about the program and content of the event:

[email protected]

















Tor Jörgensen


Business Developer


For questions regarding partnership opportunities:

[email protected]

















Audrey Wolff


Project Coordinator


For practical questions regarding our activities:

[email protected]


















Keep me posted


Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.
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Leave us your email address and we will make sure you are always up to date about the latest developments, our upcoming event and exclusive promotional offers.
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Privacy Policy

	
Cookie Policy

	
Terms & Conditions












Our cookies feed the sun


They let us give you a better experience, and help us improve our products.
We won’t turn them on unless you say yes!
After all it’s our business to accelerate the sustainable energy transition.








Necessary



Ensure that our website functions properly. They cannot be disabled.





Marketing



Used to track visitors across our website and to display more relevant ads.





Analytical



Help us understand how visitors interact with our website.








Customize
Allow selection
Reject all

Allow all cookies 
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You need to be logged in to bookmark content


Already have an account? Log in




Create free account 







